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Bread of Angels contains twenty-nine sermons about God's providential care, as symbolized

by the manna given to the Israelites as they made their way through the wilderness.

Not many collections of sermons are published anymore, but Barbara Brown Taylor's volumes

appear with some regularity �and that's a very good thing for the rest of us. Her sermons are

simple in theme but elegant in expression.  � The Christian CenturyShe meets serious biblical

scholarship with respect, but she avails us of it in an unobtrusive way that disarms any

resistance we may have to being taught from the pulpit. Her exegesis is woven into the context

of what she is saying so skillfully that it is likely to be welcomed as helpful even by those who

might otherwise complain that the Bible is not really meaningful to them or that scripture is no

longer authoritative in the contemporary age.  � Sewanee Theological ReviewTaylor finds bright

and crisp ways of telling us to look for the unconventional revelations of God in this world. She

is intellectual and thoughtful enough for serious reading, and contemporary and informal

enough to cause those who do not read sermons to make an exception.  � The Living ChurchHer

velvet touch conceals her iron grip on the deeper truths of the Gospel.  � The Toronto

AnglicanTaylor does not use words or images pretentiously or unnecessarily but forcefully and

economically. Every now and again, one is handed a phrase which prods one's heart and mind

simultaneously, stimulating a devotional response with a prying theological edge.  � The Anglican

Theological Review --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the

AuthorBarbara Brown Taylor is an Episcopal priest. She holds the Harry R. Butman Chair in

Religion and Philosophy at Piedmont College in northeastern Georgia and serves as adjunct

professor of Christian spirituality at Columbia Theological Seminary in Decatur. Recognized as

one of the twelve most effective preachers in the English language by Baylor University in

1995, Taylor has published numerous collections of her sermons and theological reflections,

including Mixed Blessings, The Preaching Life, The Luminous Web, Home By Another Way,

Speaking of Sin, and Gospel Medicine. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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CONNOISSEURS CAN TAKE A SIP OF WINE and tell you all about the grape: what kind of

soil it grew in, in what part of the world, under what weather conditions. All the information is

right there on the tongue for those who know how to read it. In the same way, I suppose, a

sermon bears the marks of its origins. Properly done, it is a particular word to a particular

people at a particular moment in time. The language, the images, and the concerns all reveal a

congregation as well as a preacher, which makes those who listen to a sermon collaborators in

the creation of it.In the case of the sermons that follow, my collaborators are four hundred

souls who live in the foothills of north Georgia and call themselves Grace-Calvary Church.

They include mechanics, professors, farmers, and homemakers, with all the usual hopes and

fears. They want to know God. They are afraid to know God. They worry about their children.

They try to live right. They get in fights. They make up. They pray together. They are the

church.God’s word is their and my daily bread. Whether it comes to us straight off the page or

embodied in the events of our days, we mean to receive it as manna from heaven, the

sometimes strange food upon which our lives depend. If you too are subject to the usual hopes

and fears, I hope you find some bread here. You may thank the angels if you do. Bread of

AngelsOneGlory DoorsAs he came down from the mountain with the two tablets of the

covenant in his hand, Moses did not know that the skin of his face shone because he had been

talking with God.EXODUS 34:29IF YOU STUDIED ART HISTORY IN SCHOOL, YOU MAY

have come across the famous statue of Moses by Michelangelo. Carved out of pure white



marble, he is all flowing beard and billowing robes, with the two tablets of the law cradled in his

arms and two distinct horns coming out of his head. If you are not ready for the horns they can

be quite a shock, since they make him look as much like a devil as a prophet, but a passage

from the book of Exodus holds the clue.When Aaron and all the Israelites saw Moses, the skin

of his face was shining, and they were afraid to come near him. (Exodus 34:30)It turns out that

the Hebrew word for “shining,” karan, is identical to the word for “horn,” keren. The only

difference is in the vowels, which were not spelled out in ancient Hebrew, so some interpreters,

including Michelangelo, decided that Moses’ face had sprouted horns, not light, during his

encounter with God.But everyone agreed that something major had happened to him. He had

spent forty days on Mount Sinai with the Lord God Almighty, receiving the ten commandments

for the second time. While he was up there, he asked to see God’s glory and God obliged,

wedging Moses into the cleft of a rock and passing by so that Moses saw God’s back. It was

more than any human being had ever been allowed to see before.No one could look upon

God’s face and live. It would suck the breath right out of you. It would dissolve all your bones

and turn your flesh to ash, vaporizing you into pure spirit on the spot. Or that is what people

supposed. No one knew for sure because it had never happened, thanks to the infinite mercy

of God.God protected people from the full impact of deity, the same way Moses was protected.

God shielded people, by hiding inside an envelope of light that was the only thing most people

could see. Sometimes it looked to them like a pillar of cloud or fire, sometimes like a volcano,

but no one ever mistook it for a natural phenomenon. It was brighter than anything on earth,

like a doorway to some other world, and though the door remained closed most of the time,

even the shafts of light that got through the cracks could blind anyone silly enough to look right

at them.The light was the sure sign of God’s presence on earth, and for lack of a better word

people began to call it God’s glory. When they were worshiping together and the tent where

they met filled up with light, they said it was the glory of the Lord. Sometimes it got so thick

they could not see each other. All they could see was a dazzling brightness that left stars in

their eyes long after it was over, but no matter how strong it was, how palpable, God remained

hidden inside of it. They could not see God. They could only see God’s glory, which was all that

most of them could bear.But Moses saw more. Moses saw God’s back, and it was such a

strong dose of glory that some of it rubbed off on him. When he came down the mountain the

skin of his face was shining, and people were afraid of him. They would not come near him,

until finally he persuaded his brother Aaron and some of the other leaders to tiptoe up to him

and hear what he had to say. When the Israelites saw that no one dropped dead, they dared to

approach him too and Moses delivered the commandments to them for the second time.When

Moses finished speaking to them he put a veil on his face (a handkerchief, maybe, or a scarf

he borrowed from his sister Miriam?) because he did not want to scare them. Either that or he

was tired of people staring at him. But whenever Moses went to speak with God or came back

to tell the people what God had said, he removed the veil so everyone could see his shining

face. They might not be able to see God directly, but they could see God’s glory reflected in

Moses. God had given them someone they could look at and listen to, someone who walked

around in his own personal spotlight.The same thing happened to Jesus a thousand years

later. His mountain was in Israel, not Egypt, but it was clearly the same glory that enveloped

him. As three of his disciples watched him pray, his face changed. It got whiter and brighter

until his whole body was as blinding as a lightning bolt that would not go out. It just stayed on

him, crackling with power, while Moses and Elijah appeared inside the glory with him. They

spoke of his departure, Luke says. They spoke of his death inside that blazing circle, and even

that did not make the light go out.I often wonder if things might have gone better for him if his



glory had lasted longer, as Moses’ did. Jesus never had to wear a veil. By the time he came

down from the mountain his face was back to normal. No one was particularly afraid of him, at

least not in the right way. They were afraid of him in the wrong way—afraid enough to kill him.

Could they have done that, do you think, if his face had been shining? It is almost as if God

took the glory one step further with Jesus, taking it off his face and tucking it inside him. God

hid it there, to see if people could still discern the glory without the visual aid. Still, what

happened on the mountain must have helped Jesus. It must have helped him to know what

was inside him, even if it was not always visible.The church’s word for what happened to

Moses and Jesus is transfiguration. While people who knew them both very well watched, they

were changed into beings of light, as if their skin had become transparent for a moment and

what had been inside them all along shone through for everyone to see. It was not anything

either of them did. They did not change. They were changed, by the God whose glory

transfigures everyone it touches. It is light that cannot be captured or controlled, any more than

God can be. It can only be experienced, in ourselves or in another. It can only be

believed.What we are asked to believe is that at certain breakthrough moments in time, the

glory of God is certifiably visible. A veil is necessary. Disciples’ eyes water from the glare. The

bright envelope of God’s presence draws near and people can actually see it for themselves, a

radiance that burns itself into the back of their eyelids so that they never forget. We are asked

to believe that, and sometimes I think that setting out to see that glory is the only thing worth

doing in life.But seeing it may not be the most important thing because we are also asked to

believe in it when we cannot see it, when we are stuck in dark rooms we do not even know the

contours of and we cannot find the light. In situations like that, all we have are the stories.

Stories are strong, once you decide to believe in them. They can change your life, and if we

believe in these two about Moses and Jesus, then we live in a different world from people who

do not.We live in a world where glory is possible, where light may break through any moment.

We believe in what we can see, but we believe in more than that. Earth and flesh, comfort and

sorrow, are terribly important to us, but they are not elemental. The world is not made out of

them. The world is made out of light, which is straining against the skin of the world even as we

speak. You never know when a face may begin to shine, including your own, but even when we

cannot see the light, we believe in it, because we have heard the stories. We know that God’s

glory is pulsing just beneath the surface of things, with power to transfigure the darkest of our

days.I say “we believe,” but of course I also mean “we want to believe,” which is the moving

paradox of faith. Every day we count on things we cannot see to hold us when we fall. We

entrust the weight of our lives to things we cannot prove. By the power of our beliefs, we

choose what kind of world we will live in—a porous world, full of glory doors leaking light, or a

flat world where everything is exactly what it seems. I leave you with the stories, to make up

your own minds.TwoBread of AngelsWhen the layer of dew lifted, there on the surface of the

wilderness was a fine flaky substance, as fine as frost on the ground. When the Israelites saw

it, they said to one another, “What is it?” For they did not know what it was.EXODUS 16:14–

15AS A CHILD OF THE SOUTH, I ATE GRITS FOR YEARS without knowing what they were. I

ate cheese grits, buttered grits, grits with pieces of crisp bacon stirred in—and not instant grits,

either, but slow-cooking grits, the kind that take twenty minutes to make and end up swimming

in their own gravy. Finally, when I was about twelve, I asked a friend of mine if he knew what

they were. “The truth?” he said, grinning wickedly. “You really want to know the truth?”He told

me that grits were small bugs that lived in colonies on the surface of fresh-water lakes, like

algae, and at the end of every summer they were harvested, shelled, and dried in the sun so

that you could not even tell they ever had legs on them. “Mmmmmmmm,” he concluded, as my



stomach drew itself into a ball.So whenever I hear about manna, I think of grits. They are both

fine, flaky things that are absolutely no good as leftovers. “Each day the people shall go out

and gather enough for that day,” God told Moses. One day’s worth, no more, because manna

would not keep. If the people tried to hoard it, it spoiled overnight. In the morning it stank and

crawled with worms. When the sun got hot, it melted. So their limit was two quarts of manna

per day per person.The only exception was the sabbath. Since God meant the people to rest

on that day, there was no manna to be found. God let them gather twice as much as they

needed the day before and on that one day a week it lasted two days instead of one. So the

people rested on the seventh day and the next day they were back at it again, living one day at

a time by the providence of almighty God.This lasted forty years, or fourteen thousand six

hundred days. Manna was the Israelites’ food in the wilderness. They ate raw manna, boiled

manna, baked manna, ground manna. It was how they survived until they came into the land of

Canaan, so that manna became for them the symbol of God’s very practical, physical care for

them. Long after their sojourn in the desert was over, they remembered their manna meals. At

God’s command, they kept two quarts of it in a jar right by the tablets of the law as an

everlasting reminder of their dependence on God, who gave them each day their daily

bread.There has been a good bit of speculation over the years about exactly what manna was.

The Bible says it was “like coriander seed, white, and the taste of it was like wafers made with

honey” (Exodus 16:31). The name comes from the Hebrew man hu—which means “What is

it?”—but if you go to the Sinai peninsula it will not stay a mystery very long. The Bedouin who

live there still gather it and bake it into bread, which they still call manna. The flakes

themselves come from plant lice that feed on the local tamarisk trees. Because the sap is poor

in nitrogen, the bugs have to eat a lot of it in order to live. They excrete the extra in a yellowish-

white flake or ball of juice from the tree that is rich in carbohydrates and sugars. It decays

quickly and attracts ants, so a daily portion is the most anyone gathers. Does that sound

familiar?Some believers reject this explanation because they think it takes away from the

miracle of manna, but I wonder about that. Does manna have to come out of nowhere in order

to qualify as a miracle? Or is the miracle that God heard the complaining of hungry people and

fed them with bug juice—with food it would never have occurred to them to eat? Or to put it

another way, what makes something bread from heaven? Is it the thing itself or the one who

sends it?How you answer those questions has a lot to do with how you sense God’s presence

in your life. If your manna has to drop straight out of heaven looking like a perfect loaf of butter-

crust bread, then chances are you are going to go hungry a lot. When you do not get the

miracle you are praying for, you are going to think that God is ignoring you or punishing you or

—worse yet—that God is not there. You are going to start comparing yourself to other people

and wondering why they seem to have more to eat than you do, and you may start complaining

to heaven about that. Meanwhile, you are going to miss a lot of other things God is doing for

you because they are too ordinary—like bug juice—or too transitory—like manna, that fine,

flaky substance that melted as soon as the sun got hot.If, on the other hand, you are willing to

look at everything that comes to you as coming to you from God, then there will be no end to

the manna in your life. A can of beans will be manna. Grits will be manna. Bug juice will be

manna. Nothing will be too ordinary or too transitory to remind you of God. When you go to bed

hungry and you wake up to find a fine, flaky substance on the ground, you will say, “What is it?”

and when someone says, “It is the bread that the Lord has given you to eat,” you will believe it.

You will say “Thanks be to God,” and start trying to figure out how to eat the stuff.Because it is

not what it is that counts but who sent it, and the miracle is that God is always sending us

something to eat. Day by day, God is made known to us in the simple things that sustain our



lives—some bread, some love, some breath, some wine—all those absolutely essential things

that are here today and gone tomorrow. Everything else is gravy, but it is easy to forget that.

Come to my house and I will show you a pantry crammed with canned food and a refrigerator

so full that the green beans fall out every time I open the door. It is my manna-insurance, just in

case God does not come through. At least I know who gave it to me, so perhaps that makes it

manna too.Either way, I am on manna alert, and I know that it is about more than food. After

Jesus fed the five thousand in their wilderness, they stuck to him like glue. The miracle of the

loaves reminded them of the manna stories they had heard and they thought they had their

very own Moses to work wonders for them. Testing their premise, they asked Jesus to prove

himself by producing bread from heaven on the spot. They wanted the butter-crust loaves, but

he knew they needed more than that, so he gave them himself instead—which, believe me,

sounded like bug juice to some of them.They wanted miracle food to eat, not a relationship with

this ordinary looking man. He honored their hunger even as he corrected them. It was not

Moses who gave it to them, he explained. It was God who gave it and God who gives the true

bread from heaven, the bread that gives life to the world. “Give us this bread always,” they said,

and that is when he let them know that they were looking at it. “I am the bread of life,” he told

them. Jesus is God’s manna in the wilderness, the one who reminds us day by day that we live

because God provides not what we want, necessarily, but exactly what we need: some bread,

some love, some breath, some wine, a relationship with this ordinary looking man, who comes

from heaven to bring life to the world.ThreeYou Are the ManWhen the wife of Uriah heard that

her husband was dead, she made lamentation for him. When the mourning was over, David

sent and brought her to his house, and she became his wife, and bore him a son.2 SAMUEL

11 :26–27KING DAVID WAS ONE OF THE GREATEST HEROES Israel ever had. He was

handsome, the Bible says, ruddy, with beautiful eyes. He was a fearless fighter, even in his

youth, when he faced Goliath without a single piece of armor on and brought him—thump—to

the ground with a river rock. He went on to become a brilliant military strategist and city

planner. Jerusalem was his idea. It was he who made it the capital of Israel and united the

kingdom under his rule. He was artistic too, a musician and a composer of psalms. When

David played his lyre, everybody’s headaches went away and smiles stole over their faces.He

was God’s anointed one, and in the first book of Kings you can read how he went down in

history:David did what was right in the sight of the Lord, and did not turn aside from anything

that he commanded him all the days of his life, except in the matter of Uriah the Hittite. (I Kings

15:5)Uriah who? Uriah the Hittite. Loyal soldier in David’s army. Unfortunate husband of the

beautiful Bathsheba, whom David happened to see bathing one day while he was walking on

the roof of his house. He took one look at her and he had to have her. He sent his messengers

to bring her to him and before long she sent him back a message of her own. “I am pregnant,”

she told him, and David’s strategical mind went into high gear.The first thing he tried was a

cover-up. If he could get Uriah and Bathsheba to spend a romantic weekend together, Uriah

might believe the child was his own. The only problem was that Uriah was out of town fighting a

battle and like all other soldiers he was sworn to celibacy until the fight was over. David ordered

him back to Jerusalem and told him to go see his wife, but Uriah refused. The same thing

happened the next day, so the day after that David invited Uriah to supper and got him drunk,

but still Uriah refused to go home to Bathsheba.Exasperated by Uriah’s loyalty, David changed

his strategy. He wrote a letter to Uriah’s commander Joab that said, “Set Uriah in the forefront

of the hardest fighting and then draw back from him, so that he may be struck down and

die.” (Remember that the next time you hear someone commend the Bible as a wholesome

guide to family values.)What the king ordered was exactly what happened. Uriah was killed,



Bathsheba mourned him, and when her mourning was over she became David’s wife and bore

him a son. But the thing that David had done displeased the Lord and before the baby could

make a fist, Nathan the prophet was knocking at the front door of the palace, sent by God to

confront the king.The way he did it was pure genius—not head-on, like a fire and brimstone

preacher, but sideways, with a story. Why did he take such an indirect route? Because he had

not come to condemn David. That would have been easy enough to do, given the facts at

hand, but Nathan was up to something much more profound than that. He had come to change

David’s life, if he could—to help the king see what he had done so that his conscience was

revived and his sense of justice restored. Then Israel might have the king she was supposed to

have instead of this handsome hero whose power had begun to stink.If David could see that—

if he could pronounce judgment on himself—the impact would be a hundred times greater than

if Nathan did it for him. But it called for real restraint on Nathan’s part. He had to contain his

anger and resist the temptation to do David’s work for him. He had to remember why he had

come—not to demolish the king but to bring him back to God—which in this case called for an

incredibly light touch.So Nathan told David a story, knowing good and well how human beings

tend to drop their defenses while they are listening to a story about someone else. When words

are not aimed right at us, we can listen better. We are freed from our own points of view and

can try on all the parts, finding out how different things look through different eyes.That is what

happened to David when Nathan told him about the rich man with many flocks and the poor

man with nothing but one little ewe lamb. When the rich man stole the poor man’s sheep, David

rushed to the poor man’s defense and it was not until he had pronounced a death sentence on

the rich man that he found out what he had done.“You are the man!” Nathan told him, and

David’s heart split in two. “I have sinned against the Lord,” he said—not because Nathan had

told him so but because he had discovered it for himself, and that was the beginning of his

coming back to life again. Technically, it should not have been. He had broken three of the ten

commandments in short order—thou shalt not commit adultery, thou shalt not covet, thou shalt

not kill. He had confessed his guilt and he had even condemned himself to death, but that was

not what God had in mind for him.“The Lord has put away your sin,” Nathan told him. “You shall

not die.” That was the good news. The bad news was that his child would die, because in

conceiving him David had utterly scorned the Lord. This may be the hardest part of the story

for us—that a child should die for his father’s sin—and I neither want nor know how to explain it

to you.There does seem to be an ancient understanding that while God has given us total

freedom to decide how we will live, God has also set boundaries on that freedom. So there are

moral limits we trespass at our own risk, like those old, old maps that go right to the edge of

the known world and then post the warning, “Beyond here lie dragons.” We are free to keep

going—people do it all the time—but there are consequences, and consequences are different

from punishments. I do not believe that God sits just past the boundaries, deciding whether to

hit trespassers with a lightning bolt or a sickly child. That would not be freedom. That would just

be a booby trap.Instead, I believe God in all compassion has described for us the way the

world works, letting us know that this is not only a material universe we live in but also a moral

one, in which ethical acts have consequences just as physical ones do. Drop a stone out a

window and it will fall to the ground. Conceive a child, try to pawn it off on another man, then

make its mother a widow, and the child will suffer for all of that. Because it is the will of God? I

cannot say. All I know is that we live in a web of relationship with God, with one another, and

with all creation that responds to the choices we make. When we exercise our freedom in life-

giving ways, even the trees clap their hands. And when we exercise it in death-dealing ways,

the earth quakes beneath our feet. None of us is morally autonomous. There are realities



governing our life together that we cannot go up against without sooner or later discovering the

consequences.When we do discover them—as individuals, as a community, as a nation—God

does not turn away from us. God sends us prophets to wake us up, to tell us stories that show

us who we really are. If we are lucky enough to feel our hearts split in two, then we may find

that even the death sentences we have pronounced upon ourselves are lifted, because the

recognition of sin is the beginning of the end of it. The moment we know we are lost and say so

out loud, God can hear us to find us and take us home.Things were never the same for David

after “the matter of Uriah the Hittite.” He buried his firstborn son. There were lasting

consequences to what he had done that he lived with the rest of his life, but the point is that he

lived. God took him back, and gave him new opportunities to exercise his God-given freedom.

He and Bathsheba had a second son named Solomon, who ruled Israel for forty years with

unprecedented wisdom. David’s line survived to produce a boy named Jesus, who no doubt

heard this same story about his ancestors David and Bathsheba.Was David a good man or a

bad man? You decide. I think he was both, as most of us are. If we remember him as a hero, I

hope it is not because of Goliath, or the psalms, or the war stories. I hope it is because of that

moment with Nathan, when he saw who he was and said so, so that God could say, “Come

home.”FourI’m Sorry, I Don’t DanceNebuchadnezzar said to them. “Is it true, O Shadrach,

Meshach, and Abednego, that you do not serve my gods and you do not worship the golden

statue that I have set up? Now if you are ready when you hear the sound of the horn, pipe,

lyre, trigon, harp, drum, and entire musical ensemble to fall down and worship the statue that I

have made, well and good. But if you do not worship, you shall immediately be thrown into a

furnace of blazing fire, and who is the god that will deliver you out of my hands?”DANIEL 3:14–

15A COUPLE OF WEEKS AGO I WATCHED A MOVIE CALLED Clear and Present Danger

with Harrison Ford. If you have seen it, then you know that it is about Jack Ryan, a CIA agent

whom the President of the United States assigns to go up against a bunch of Colombian drug

lords. Ryan has some idea of doing this legally, but his partner Ritter has a better idea: he sets

up a covert military operation behind Ryan’s back. By the time Ryan finds out about it, a lot of

bombs have exploded and a lot of people have died.After almost getting killed himself, he

winds up in the Oval Office with a nasty looking cut over his right eye, confronting the President

about his own part in the scandal. The President denies it at first, but when Ryan announces

his intention to take what he knows to the Senate Oversight Committee, the President’s face

goes slack. Then he begins to grin, and says, “You’re not going to do that, Jack. You’ve got

yourself a chip in the big game now. You’re going to tuck that away. You’re going to save that for

a time when your own life is on the line. Then you’re going to pull it out and I’m going to cash it

in for you.”
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Ginger, “Just finished it, and starting from the beginning. Barbara Brown Taylor has a unique

way of providing insight into Bible versus and Bible stories we've known since childhood, sitting

on the 2nd pew by the organ. She will take difficult versus, like when Jesus says you must

deny your family to follow, and share insight about them in a very humble and honest way. One

of my favorites is her sharing her experience of spending time in the desert - and just how hard

it is to be focused on God. I just finished reading this book of sermons, and have started again

at the beginning - there is so much to learn and so much to listen to in her sermons.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Extraordinarily down to Earth. I have thoroughly enjoyed Barbara Brown

Taylor's books and this was the 3rd of her books I have read. Her style is so down to Earth, but

yet she exposes everyday things for the creation of God that they are. As an Episcopalian

myself I delight in how she demonstrates the sometimes quirky Christians we can be and still

her lessons are for all Christians, no matter the denomination. Highly recommend!”

frausrs, “Wonderful book of sermons!. This is the second of her books which I've enjoyed. This

one is a very readable and inspiring book of sermons. She had me when she quoted C. S.

Lewis!  I highly recommend anything she writes.”

sarah, “Five Stars. I love this book. Barbara Taylor's writing connects not only with me but

others who hear what she writes.”

Lkk, “Nourishing bread. I have only recently discovered Barbara Taylor and her writings and I

cannot get enough of her common sense, wisdom, clarity in writing, etc. etc. I am delighted to

have found her messages..makes me think and be aware of the world around me in a heavenly

way.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “a book to warm your soul. barbara brown taylor is my newest favorite

author. she is real and realistic. ive been trying to read all her books. loved loved loved this

book.”

Kristenwords, “Insightful, brilliant and lyricially written - Must have all of them!. Barbra Brown

Taylor is my favorite Christian author. Her sermons are power-packed--brilliant treasures from

Scripture. I read her all the time to keep my mind alive and imaginative. A must-have for any

lover of literature, Christ, or just plain good writing. Any of her books are an excellent choice for

pastors. We love to read!”

Elizabeth, “Five Stars. I love this author's sermons...so relevant for tody”

SB, “Interesting book. A thought provoking collection of short essays/sermons based on

various texts in the Bible. An easy read yet with plenty of fresh insights”

Revd Dr Bill A Musk, “Five Stars. excellent”

Rudolf Penner, “Calming Spiritual Layer over Human Foibles. Great humanitarian spiritual

book. Barbara Brown Taylor is one of the best writers who sits the secular/Christian fence,

explaining the frailty of human nature against the ideal of Christianity.”

The book by Barbara Brown Taylor has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 65 people have provided

feedback.
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